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Newly single, stalked by a killer, and in desperate need of some chic clown shoes--Bella is one

skinny mocha frapp away from total meltdown.When the Fritz Family Carnival makes its annual

appearance in Truman, Bella's keen reporter instincts tell her the bright lights hide more than they

reveal. Her suspicions are confirmed when one of the stars is murdered. Though the police make an

immediate arrest, Bella doubts this case is quite that simple.She needs her crime-solving boyfriend,

Luke, more than ever. Problem is, his ex-girlfriend has moved back to town, giving Bella some

murderous thoughts of her own. Then again, there's no time for a relationship crisis when Bella's

doing her best to derail her father's wedding and stay one step ahead of a killer.Is God sending her

a message in all of this madness? With a murderer on the loose and her boyfriend's ex on the

prowl, this undercover clown has never had more to juggle--or more to risk.
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I can't believe The Charmed Life series is over. I happened uponÂ So Not Happening (The

Charmed Life)Â about this time last year. I LOVED it. I read it all in one day, not able to put it down. I

passed it on to a friend's teen daughter, who not only, thanked me for the book, but also told me she

hated me because the next in the series,Â I'm So Sure (The Charmed Life), wasn't due out for 6

months. We enjoyed the second book as much as the first and eagerly awaited book three,Â So

Over My Head (The Charmed Life). It did not disappoint. I just wish this series could go on as long

as The Nancy Drew series went on, rather than limiting it to 3 books.One of my concerns before I

read the first book was that the author, Jenny B. Jones is described as a Christian fiction writer. I

was pleased to find out that the religion is subtle and not in your face at all. I did find more

references to Bella's faith and dependence on it in this third book. One of the interesting things that

was done in this book and not the other two, was there were * periodically. When you turned to the

back of the book, Jenny explains the connection to her own life with what was happening in the

book. One of these side bars says, in part, "A Charmed Life Series is not really about teaching

major lessons, but more about seeing how a Christian girl does life."I am sad to see that this series

has ended, but it has opened my mind to reading young adult fiction. You don't have to be a young

adult to enjoy Jenny B. Jones' excellent writing. I'm sure I will find that true of other writers as well. If

you are looking for a series that will hold your attention throughout the entire series, give this one a

try. If you are looking for a series that you can buy for pre-teens and young teens without worrying

about it becoming too sexually graphic, this series is an excellent choice. I shared it with a friend's

daughter and never worried about whether they would find anything in it inappropriate. Ms. Jones is

a high school English teacher, so I am sure this makes sure her books are suitable for the teenage

set.

I really like the way this story is written. The characters aren't perfect. They are human and make

mistakes. Their relationship with God isn't forced or whitewashed on by the author to make the story

a spiritual tome. The twists and turns of the plot really hold your interest. Once again I am sorry to

see this series come to an end. So why only 4 stars? I don't know if it is because I am reading this

on a Kindle app on my phone or what, but there are an extremely large number of words pushed

together without spaces between them. It interrupts the flow of reading to have to stop and say

"What was that again?" Probably a programming glitch, but annoying just the same.

Review by Jill WilliamsonJust when we all thought that Bella's life was roses, things start to smell

bad. While she's on assignment, covering the circus that's come to town, Bella discovers a dead



body. The police make an arrest, but Bella is sure they've got the wrong guy. Then Bella catches

her boyfriend kissing his ex! So she focuses on finding the real killer. Only problem, the real killer

might be focusing on her!Sigh. I love me a good Jenny B. Jones book. Yes I do. Here's another wild

tale of Miss Bella Kirkwood and her charmed life. It made me laugh, it made me cry, and I may have

had to lock the door just in case there were any deranged circus performers in my neck of the

woods. All in all, a completely satisfying end to this series. Nothing left to do but make everyone

else read these books while we wait for Jenny B. Jones' next installment of hysterical teen novels.

Hope the wait isn't too long.

I have read all three books in this series and really liked them. I do have to say that there were

terrible typos in the Kindle versions of all three books. I also have to admit that the setting of the

carnival pushed the farce a little far for me and consequently my rating went down one star but there

was still the zany cast of characters I really like. Rating 3.5

Another wonderfully written book by Ms. Jones! It sums up the Charmed life series really well. I

would recommend to teens of all ages. Bella and Luke are the perfect team and you will fall in love

with them!

I got hooked on JBJ books from reading her first adult novel, Just Between You and Me. Loved it so

much that I immediately clicked on over to  and got The Charmed Life Series. At the time only So

Not Happening and I'm So Sure were out... I don't think I've ever read books that made me laugh

out loud so much!! So Over My Head was just as fantastic! You are missing out if you haven't read

these books yet!! Buy all three. If you don't, I guarantee you'll be back to buy the others and then

you'll have to pay shipping all over again :)

I've said this before about Jones' books--I've never read one that I didn't love,and it's happened

again with So Over My Head. I loved this tale about Bella dealing with the drama in her life, along

with a couple mysteries thrown in. Bella is a terrific protagonist--she's not perfect, in fact she's pretty

flawed. So are her friends, her parents, and her boyfriend. But she's trusting God and learning to

trust everyone else, all while never giving up the dream that she'll get her father's credit card back.

A YA book that's perfect for adults too, So Over My Head is a winner!

I love being inside the heads of her characters. Fascinating dialogue and plot. But the formatting for



the kindle version was full of run together words. It made reading difficult. Still Jenny B Jones is one

of my favorite authors.
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